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GFM is proud to present the GF-Slider System.
It's available in 4 different lengths but the modular 
design allows you to swap the precision rails, 
depending on the size required at the time.

The rails are drilled with 3/8" threaded holes spaced 1" 
apart allowing a range of standard industry accessories 
to be attached. It mounts on either Euro-adapter or 
Mitchell as well as having a number of end mounts to 
choose from.

GF-Slider System

GF-Slider including:
  - 2 precision rails
  - 2 end mounts with 360° "tooth system"
  - tracking carriage for Mitchell or Bowl mount  

AL-2113   100 mm bowl AL-2114   150 mm bowl AL-2155   Mitchell Plate AL-2165   Combi-rig Tube or
              Double Euro-adapter

The tracking carriage comes with the low height adjuster but additional adjusters are available should the height 
of the camera mount need to be extended.

AL-2598   Height adjusters
                low

AL-2597   Height adjusters
                medium 

AL-2596   Height adjusters
                high 

AL-2595   Height adjusters
                extra high 

Depending on budget or requirement we offer a choice of mounts to connect the GF-Slider directly on to a 
Mitchell or Euro-adapter type dolly mount. The Mitchell is available with or without a pan-bearing.

AL-2570   Mitchell mount AL-2571   Mitchell mount with
              pan bearing

AL-2571   Mitchell mount
             female with pan
             bearing

AL-2580   Euro-adapter mount
              with pan bearing
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The side plates combine with the rail mounts to 
provide, on the one hand, fast horizontal repositioning 
along the length of the rail and secondly another 
method to adjust height and therefore clearance of the 
camera head between the tracking carriage and rail 
mount.

The standard end mount is machined with 360 degree 
“tooth system” allowing for the connection of various 
scaffold tube and levelling leg mounts. It's also got a 
number of 3/8” threaded holes for connecting adapters 
etc.

As an alternative option we offer the plain end mount 
for use dolly slider mode. It too has a number of 3/8" 
threaded holes for connecting adapters etc.

AL-2585   Side plates for horizontal 
              positioning large

AL-2586   Side plates for horizontal 
              positioning medium

AL-2587   Side plates for horizontal 
              positioning small

Standard end mount & plain end mount Horizontal & vertical counterweight rodGF-Combi Rig tube for high and low modes

Lighting stand
adapter (28mm) 

Leveling legs with
pads 

Scaffold tube
adapter

Scaffold tube double mount (adjustable width)

GF-Slider System

AL-2540 GF-Slider 200cm / 6' 6"

AL-2530 GF-Slider 120cm / 4'

AL-2520 GF-Slider 100cm / 3' 3"

AL-2510 GF-Slider 60 cm / 2'


